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y the end of June, 2018, the U.S.
Supreme Court is expected to rule in
the case of Murphy v. NCAA, et al1 At
the core of the case is the Professional and
Amateur Sports Protection Act (“PASPA”),2
the federal law that makes it unlawful
for states to operate, promote, license or
authorize sports betting, and also prohibits
non-state operators from conducting sports
betting pursuant to state law. The key legal
question to be decided is whether PASPA
“commandeers” states to maintain state-law
prohibitions on sports betting in violation of
the 10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution (which reserves to the states or the
people the powers not given to the federal
government). If the Court upholds PASPA,
it still may rule in favor of New Jersey by
holding that PASPA is not violated by New
Jersey’s 2014 law which repealed the State’s
sports betting prohibitions, but only to the
extent applicable to Atlantic City casinos
and New Jersey horse racetracks.3
Even if PASPA is struck down completely,
however, the Wire Act4 will remain intact
and unaffected. The Wire Act prohibits the
transmission of sports bets, and information assisting in the placing of sports bets,
across state or international borders, using
the internet or other wire communication
facility. An exception exists for information
assisting in the placing of sports bets if the
information is transmitted from, and is
received in, a state or foreign country in
which betting on the particular sporting
event is legal, but no exception exists for the
bets or wagers themselves.
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Several states around the country anticipate
PASPA being struck down and are preparing
for that possibility. As this writing, five
states – Connecticut, Mississippi, New
Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania –
have passed laws that would authorize
sports betting if PASPA is struck down
or amended. Several other states have
sport betting laws pending before their
legislatures. Pennsylvania’s law5 expressly
authorizes slot machine licensees to conduct
sports betting. It provides:
The [Pennsylvania Gambling Control
Board (“PGCB”)] may authorize a slot
machine licensee to conduct sports
wagering and to operate a system of
wagering associated with the conduct
of sports wagering at the slot machine
licensee’s licensed facility, . . . or through
an Internet-based system.
The [PGCB] may authorize a sports
wagering certificate holder [i.e., a slot
machine licensee which obtains a sports
wagering certificate] to conduct sports
wagering and to operate a system of
wagering associated with the conduct of
sports wagering as a form of interactive
gaming authorized by the Commonwealth.6

As long as the federal Wire Act exists,
however, state online and mobile sports
betting systems can operate only on an
intrastate basis. This means that sports
bettors will be required to initiate all online
and mobile bets from within a state in which
such sports betting is lawful, and their bets
must be received, accepted and processed
by an operator using servers and other
equipment located within that same state.7
Because internet information packets and
mobile transmissions generally travel via the
most efficient route existing at the time of
transmission, unless a sports betting operator
uses a private closed-loop system (which is
impractical given its cost and inconvenience)
it is possible that sports bets will travel across
state lines on an intermediate basis before
returning to the state where such bets were
initiated and later accepted. As discussed
below, such intermediate routing of sports
bets may violate the Wire Act.
Whether the intermediate routing of sports
bets across state lines violates the Wire Act
depends on the interpretation given the
Act by applicable law enforcement bodies,
and ultimately by the relevant courts. In
Nevada, for example, where intrastate
mobile sports betting exists today, “wireless
phone transmissions . . . including those
used for mobile sports wagering — often
travel through routers in Arizona, California
or Utah because of the network topology
and function.”8 There, the relevant enforcement bodies and regulators apparently do
not take the position that the intermediate
routing of sports bets across state lines
constitutes a Wire Act violation. (There
are no reported court rulings on the issue
pertaining to Nevada’s intrastate sports
wagering.)
It is not clear that this would be the case
in other jurisdictions, however. Indeed,
before the U.S. Department of Justice
(“DOJ”) issued its 2011 Wire Act opinion
(opining that the Wire Act applies only to
sports betting), the DOJ took the position
that betting of all types (not only sports
betting) was covered by the Wire Act, and

“that the acceptance of wagers through the
use of a wire communication facility by a
gambling business, . . . from individuals
located either outside a state or within the
borders of the state (but where transmission
is routed outside of the state) would violate
federal law.”9 While the Unlawful Internet
Gaming Enforcement Act (the “UIGEA”)10
contains an express exception for intermediate routing, the Wire Act contains no such
exception, and the UIGEA states that
“[n]o provision of [the UIGEA] shall be
construed as altering, limiting, or extending
any Federal or State law . . . prohibiting,
permitting, or regulating gambling within
the United States.”11
Thus, there is a significant risk that courts
outside Nevada would hold the intermediate
routing of sports bets across state lines to
violate the Wire Act. In 2009, when the
DOJ considered the Wire Act to apply to all
wagering (not only sports wagering), I wrote
on this issue as follows:12
[T]he DOJ may still take the position
that transmissions beginning and ending

in the same state, but routed out of
the state, are “interstate” transmissions
for purposes of the Wire Act and thus
unlawful if such transmissions make up
a bet or wager....
Although no reported case is directly
on point, the DOJ’s position is
supported by case law. In Yaquinta v.
United States,13 at issue was whether the
Wire Act applied to the use of a wire
transmission facility to carry information
assisting in wagering on horse races,
where the messages were initiated and
ended in West Virginia, but were routed
through Ohio. All defendants knew that
the transmissions traveled through Ohio.
In West Virginia at the time, pari-mutuel
wagering on horse races at licensed
racetracks was lawful, but off-track
wagering on such races was not.
The defendants argued that the congressional intent expressed in the Wire Act
was not to make criminal the use of an
interstate wire transmission facility to

carry messages beginning and ending
in the same state “no matter how many
other States the electrical impulses,
carried by the wires, traversed,”14 but
rather was to prohibit certain interstate
wire transmissions that began and
ended in different states. The court
rejected this argument, stating that “the
intermediate crossing of a State line
provides enough of a peg of interstate
commerce to serve as a resting place for
the congressional hat, if that will serve
the congressional purpose.”15 The court
thus held the Wire Act applicable to the
wire transmissions at issue.
The 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
reached a similar conclusion in United
States v. Kammersell.16 The defendant
was charged under 18 U.S.C. § 875(c),
which prohibits the transmission “in
interstate or foreign commerce [of ]
any communication containing any
threat to kidnap any person or any
threat to injure the person of another,”
and at issue was whether a threatening
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“instant message” between two points
in Utah, but routed through other
states, constituted a transmission “in
interstate or foreign commerce.” The
10th Circuit affirmed the lower court’s
holding that the transmission was in
interstate commerce, notwithstanding
the fact that the transmission originated
and was received in the same state. The
defendant’s threat “was unquestionably
transmitted over interstate telephone
lines,” and thus fell “within the literal
scope of the statute and [gave] rise to
federal jurisdiction.”817
Yaquinta and Kammersell provide support
for the view that a gambling operator’s
wire transmission of sports bets between
points in the same state, but where the
transmission is intermediately routed out
of the state, constitute interstate transmissions for purposes of the Wire Act. Courts
today could come to that same conclusion,
particularly those in the 10th Circuit, where
Kammersell was decided. (The 10th Circuit
includes Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico,
42
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Oklahoma, Utah and Wyoming.) However,
it would be contrary to the purpose of the
Wire Act to use it to prohibit online sports
bets transmitted between two points in the
same state, and incidentally routed outside
the state, where the state has expressly
legalized online sports betting within its
boundaries. It was true before the DOJ’s
2011 Wire Act opinion and remains true
today, that:
There has been no reported case of
enforcement of the Wire Act against
gaming operators transmitting wagers
or information assisting in the placing
of wagers, between points in the same
state, where the underlying wagering
was expressly authorized by the laws of
the state. This is not surprising, because
to do so would be contrary to the
intended purpose of the Wire Act.
In Yaquinta, there was no question as
to the culpability of the underlying
conduct. The wagering at issue was
illegal under West Virginia law. At issue

was only whether the wire transmissions
constituting the illegal conduct were in
interstate commerce so as to make applicable the federal statute. This is different
from a situation where the underlying
wagering is legal in the state in which
the wire transmissions begin and end.
In such a situation, the conduct clearly
would be legal under applicable state law
if it all occurred within the state—i.e., if
the wagering-related transmissions never
crossed the state’s boundaries. To make
such conduct illegal merely because the
wagering transmissions, although sent
and received in the same state, were
routed outside it, would not serve the
purpose of the Wire Act. As stated by
the court in Yaquinta, the purpose of
the Wire Act is:
to assist the various States . . . in the
enforcement of their laws pertaining
to gambling, bookmaking, and like
offenses and to aid in the oppression
of organized gambling activities
by prohibiting the use of . . . wire

communication facilities which are
or will be used for the transmission
of certain gambling information in
interstate...commerce. ... 18
Moreover, and more to the point, the
court stated: “[T]he objective of the
[Wire] Act is not to assist in enforcing
the laws of the States through which
the electrical impulses traversing the
telephone wires pass, but the laws of
the State where the communication is
received. 19 20
In addition, if the state through which
the transmissions were intermediately
routed attempted to prohibit such digital
traffic through their state, even though it
only traveled through the state and was
not initiated, received or processed there,
such action could violate the “Dormant
Commerce Clause” of the U.S. Constitution, which bars states from discriminating
against interstate commerce and favoring
in-state economic interests over out-of-state
economic interests.
In summary, a business that accepts online
sports bets initiated and received in a state
in which such betting is legal, but intermediately routed through a state in which such
betting is illegal, may be held to violate the
Wire Act, depending on the relevant court’s
interpretation of that law. However, this
form of intrastate sports betting appears to
be happening in Nevada without challenge
from regulators or law enforcement, and
if a court were to hold that the Wire Act
prohibited such conduct, such would be
contrary to the Wire Act’s stated purpose.
As I wrote before:
Had the underlying wagering in
Yaquinta been legal, it seems unlikely
that the prosecution would have been
brought, and if it had been brought,
it seems unlikely that the court would
have found the defendants guilty under
the Wire Act, even if the wageringrelated information constituted actual
bets and wagers (as opposed to mere information assisting in the placing of bets
and wagers). If the underlying wagering
had been legal in West Virginia, there
would have been no need to assist the
State in the enforcement of its laws,
and using the Wire Act to prohibit
communications that began and ended
in that State, and assisted in wagering
authorized by that State, would not have
served the purpose for which the Wire
Act was enacted.21 Moreover, use of the

Wire Act to prohibit intrastate wagering
(except for the routing of transmissions)
expressly authorized by a state would
actually thwart that state’s laws, directly
contrary to the stated purpose of the
Wire Act. The Wire Act should not be
used toward such ends inconsistent with
its intended purpose. 22
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